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Followed development methodology

Benefits

- Minimize risks
- ease user adoption
- technical (data migration,...)

- Each iteration can be an end on itself

Each iteration delivers a fully functional product (deployed in production).

Drawback

- Higher (global) cost
… and high cost is a risk

- … living in a house being refitted



Iterations (horizon 12/2019)

Iteration I  : FHIR API // system integration, no user involvement
>> https://openimis.nepalehr.org 

Iteration II  (05/2019): “All proxies” setup // no real added value for user

Iteration III (09/2019): Claim module… starting NOW! (this is the topic of this meeting)

Iteration IV (12/2019): ‘Other module’ // user involvement is necessary

https://openimis.nepalehr.org


Iteration II - expected users (representatives) feedback 
- Ability to work with proxied screens

- global screen layout, size, menu drawer,...
- screen resizing and scrollbars,...

- Main Menu structure
- “Administration” and “tools” are ‘catchall’ menus!

- Icons choices

- Additional (technical) benefits:
- Procedures to setup (and later upgrade) the new openIMIS:  how to secure, documentation,...

- (new) Platform stability: how to monitor, troubleshoot, …

…. and this without (real) risk!

https://openimis.bluesquare.org/ 

https://openimis.bluesquare.org/


Iteration III: (Fixed) Claim Module Scope
In scope: https://openimis.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/OP/pages/807632949/Claim+module+scope 

- Claim control (overview)
- Claim Entry
- Claim Review & Claim Feedback
- Claim Valuation (batch)
- Claim Operational Report

Extensions proposed by Swiss TPH (to be added to scope... if we have time/budget)

- User preferences to save default filters
- User tasks management (...without going BPEL)

- Rule-based (claim) validation (transitions?)

https://openimis.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/OP/pages/807632949/Claim+module+scope


Iteration III - Claim Module UX/UI

Disclaimer:

The proposed screens are NOT the result of a proper UX/UI design work.

Their sole purpose is to illustrate what could be addressed by such a work.

The two ‘flavors’ presented (‘airy’ / ‘compact’) are only to illustrate the purpose...



Claim search (MainMenu - Health Facility Claims)



Claim search (Health Facility Claims)

Airy / Light



Claim search (Health Facility Claims)

Airy / Light



Claim search (Health Facility Claims)

Compact / Dense



Claim edit (on claim ‘load’)

??



Claim edit / GENERAL

Fields should be grouped (5 +/- 2 rule) !!



Claim edit / SERVICES



Claim Review (MainMenu - Review)



Claim Batches (MainMenu - Batch Run)  

??

??
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Iteration III: Acceptance Criteria & Documentation
Existing (?) test plan to be extended

- claim features (business processes)
- link (dependencies) with all other modules 
- link with other components (accounting, DWH,...)

Documentation

- user guides
- deployment / administration guides



Decisions / Actions Items
- Iteration II user (representative) involvement

- Do we organise feedback session ? Who, How, When...
- Do we aim production deployment ? Who, How, When...

- Iteration III (Claim module)

- UX/UI (re)design options:
- “Don’t”: stick as much as possible to existing (only colors/button shape/icons/…)

>> much in the direction of the illustrated ‘compact’ flavor
- By implementors committee (only): wireframes, icons, …

>> delay may be absorbed (by prep. work)
- By implementors commitee, with users involvement

>> existing feedback ?, timeframe?
- Acceptance criteria & Documentation

Higher risks

Planning impact


